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ABSTRACT. We give a sufficient condition for F-injectivity to
deform in terms of local cohomology. We show this condition
is met in two geometrically interesting settings: namely, when
the special fiber has isolated non-CM locus or is F-split.

1. INTRODUCTION

A central and interesting question in the study of singularities is how they behave
under deformation. Given a local ring of positive characteristic, let us view this
ring as the total space of a fibration. The special fiber of this fibration is a hy-
persurface in R, that is, a variety with coordinate ring R{xR where x P R is a
regular element. An important question is whether or not the singularity type of
the total space R is no worse than the singularity type as the special fiber. This
deformation question has been studied in detail for singularities defined by Frobe-
nius [Fed83, Sin99b], where it is noted that F-rationality always deforms, and
that both F-purity and F-regularity fail to deform in general. An important and
outstanding conjecture asserts that F-injectivity deforms in general. Recall that a
local ring pR,mq of prime characteristic p ¡ 0 is F-injective provided the Frobe-
nius action on the local cohomology Hi

mpRq induced by the Frobenius map on
R is injective for all i ¥ 0. The general conjecture is supported by recent work
showing that the characteristic 0 analogue of F-injective singularities (called Du
Bois singularities) deforms [KS11]. When R is Cohen-Macaualy, it is known that
F-injectivity deforms [Fed83]. Our main theorem describes a condition sufficient
to guarantee F-injectivity to deform which only requires information about the
special fiber and not the total space.
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MainTheorem (cf. Theorem 3.7). Let pR,m, kq be a local ring of prime char-
acteristic p ¡ 0, and x P m a regular element. If R{xR is F-injective, and if for each
ℓ ¡ 0 and i ¥ 0 the homomorphism Hi

mpR{xℓRq Ñ Hi
mpR{xRq induced by the

natural surjection R{xℓRÑ R{xR, is surjective, then R is F-injective.
We show in particular that this hypothesis is satisfied when the length of the

local cohomology modules Hi
mpR{xRq is finite for i   dimR � 1, a condition

called finite-length cohomology (FLC). Geometrically, this is the condition that the
non–Cohen-Macaualy locus of R{xR is isolated, and this combination shows that
F-injectivity deforms under mild geometric criteria in low dimensions (see Corol-
lary 4.8).

MainTheorem (cf. Corollary 4.7). Let pR,m, kq be a local ring of characteristic
p ¡ 0 with perfect residue field, and x P m a regular element. If R{xR has FLC and
is F-injective, then R is F-injective.

Utilizing a sharper study of Frobenius actions on local cohomology, we can
state our condition in terms of the condition anti-nilpotency. Using results of
L. Ma, we demonstrate a deformation-theoretic relationship between F-injectivity
and F-splitting.

MainTheorem (Corollary 4.13). Let pR,m, kq be a local ring of characteristic
p ¡ 0 and x P m a regular element. If R{xR is F-split, then R is F-injective.

Convention. Unless otherwise stated, all rings are Noetherian and of charac-
teristic p ¡ 0 where p is a prime integer.

2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION

2.1. Notation. For a ring R of characteristic p ¡ 0, the Frobenius map is the
map F : R Ñ R sending an element to its p-th power. For an R-moduleM , denote
F�M � tF�m | m P Mu. This module is called the Frobenius pushforward of M .
As abelian groups M � F�M , but its R-module structure is twisted by Frobenius.
In particular, if r P R and F�m P F�M , then r �F�m � F�prpmq. We also denote
the e-th iterate of the Frobenius pushforward of M by Fe�M . The functor Fe� is
exact and commutes with localization.

2.2. Local cohomology. For a more complete introduction, see [ILL]. Fix
a ring R and an ideal I. Let M be an R-module, not necessarily Noetherian. The

local cohomology module supported at I is Hi
I pMq � limÝÑt

ExtiRpR{It,Mq. When

I is generated up to radical by g1, . . . , gn, one may compute Hi
I pMq as the i-th

cohomology of the Čech complex with respect to I, denoted as ČpM ; Iq:
0 Ñ M Ñà

i

Mgi Ñà
i jMgigj Ñ � � � Ñ Mg1���gn Ñ 0.

We briefly discuss iterated local cohomology as it plays a role in the proof of
Theorem 3.7. For more detail, see [Har67]. Given two ideals I and J in R, and
an R-module M , let ČpM ; Iq (respectively, ČpM ; Jq) be the Čech complex of M

with respect to I (respectively, with respect to J). Considering ČpM ; Iq as the
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horizontal complex and ČpM ; Jq as the vertical complex, one obtains a double

complex C � ČpM ; Iq bR ČpM ; Jq. This double complex is the first page of
a spectral sequence E

p,q
0 , called the local cohomology spectral sequence. For more

on spectral sequences, see [Wei94]. The convergence of this spectral sequence is
known.

Theorem 2.1 (Convergence of local cohomology spectral sequence [Har67,
Proposition 1.4]). For I and J ideals in a ring R and M an R-module,

E
p,q
2 � Hp

J pHq
I pMqq ñ E

p,q8 � Hp�q
I�J pMq.

Using this theorem, it is easy to compute an isomorphism that we need.

Lemma 2.2. Let pR,m, kq be a local ring and M an R-module. If x P m is a
regular element, then, for all i ¥ 0, Hi

mpH1pxqpMqq � Hi�1
m pMq.

Proof. First, note that H
qpxqpMq is nonzero only when q � 1. Thus, the

E
p,q
2 page of the spectral sequence computing the double complex H

mpHpxqp�qq
degenerates. By Theorem 2.1, Ep,q2 � H

p
mpHqpxqpMqq and Ep,q8 � H

p�q
m pMq for

all p ¥ 0 and q ¥ 0. Since the sequence degenerates at the Ep,q2 page, we have

H
p
mpHqpxqpMqq � Ep,q2 � Ep,q8 � Hp�q

m pMq for all p ¥ 0 and q ¥ 0. Applying this
with p � i and q � 1 gives the result. ❐

We also offer a second proof of Lemma 2.2 free of spectral sequences due to
Alberto Boix.

Proof of Lemma 2.2 with thanks to Alberto Boix. Note the following exact se-
quence of R-modules:

0 Ñ ΓpxqpMq Ñ M Ñ Mx Ñ H1pxqpMq Ñ 0.

Since x is not a zero divisor, ΓpxqpMq � 0, and so we have a short exact sequence

0 Ñ M Ñ Mx Ñ H1pxqpMq Ñ 0.

Taking Hi
m induces a long exact sequence

Hi
mpMxq Ñ Hi

mpH1pxqpMqq Ñ Hi�1
m pMq Ñ Hi�1

m pMxq.
One may then apply flat base change to check for all j ¥ 0 that H

j
mpMxq �

H
j
mRxpMxq, and since x P m, the extension mRx � Rx . Thus, we have H

j
mpMxq �

H
j
Rx pMxq � 0. This gives the desired result. ❐

Remark 2.3. Neither proof of Lemma 2.2 depends on the local cohomology’s
being supported in the maximal ideal; rather, each depends only on having the
regular element x be a member of the ideal of support for the local cohomology
modules in question.
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It is often easier to study spectral sequences as compositions of derived func-
tors; see [Lip02] for explicit details about derived categories and local cohomol-
ogy. We summarize what we need. For an abelian category A, denote by KpAq
the category of complexes in A up to homotopic equivalence, and by DpAq its
derived category. For R a ring, denote by R–mod the category of R-modules.
Let I � R an ideal and A � R–mod. One realizes the i-th local cohomology
module with support in I as a functor Hi

I : KpR–modq Ñ R–mod which takes
quasi-isomorphisms in KpR–modq to isomorphisms in R–mod, and so it can be
regarded as a functor onDpR–modq. Denote by ΓI the I-torsion functor. The right
derived functor RΓI : DpR–modq Ñ DpR–modq has the information of taking all
of the local cohomology modules Hi

I at once, and each Hi
I can be recovered in a

functorial way from DpR–modq by taking the i-th cohomology of the image of
RΓI . The spectral sequence in Theorem 2.1 can be understood as a consequence
of the Grothendieck spectral sequence theorem [Wei94, Corollary 10.8.3] stating
that RΓI �RΓJ � RΓI�J . This equivalence will be used in Theorem 3.7.

2.3. Frobenius linear maps. Frobenius linear maps are a central tool in
our approach. These are thoroughly explored in [HS77] under the name p-linear
maps. We review the topic.

Definition 2.4. Let R be a commutative ring of characteristic p. For R-
modulesM and N, a Frobenius linear map is an element of HomRpM,F�Nq. More
specifically, it is an additive map ρ : M Ñ F�M such that ρpraq � rpρpaq for any
r P R and a P M . If M � N, we call ρ : M Ñ F�M a Frobenius action on M .

Since F� commutes with localization, given a Frobenius linear map between
M and N, there is an induced Frobenius linear map Hi

mpMq Ñ F�Hi
mpNq for each

i ¥ 0. One can make this explicit using Čech resolutions as in Example 2.5.
Any Frobenius linear map ρ : M Ñ F�N induces a morphism RΓIpρq : RΓIpMq Ñ
RΓIpF�Nq � F�RΓIpNq where I � R is an ideal, and the last isomorphism follows
as F� is exact. In particular, the Frobenius map on R, thought of as a Frobenius
action ρF : R Ñ F�R, induces a natural Frobenius action on the local cohomology

RΓIpρRq : RΓIpRq Ñ F�RΓIpRq.
This Frobenius action can be computed explicitly using Čech complexes.

Example 2.5. Consider pR,m, kq a local ring with x P m a regular element.

Each term of the Čech complex 0 Ñ RÑ Rx Ñ 0 has a Frobenius linear map in-
duced from the Frobenius map on R. Therefore, we have a commutative diagram

0

��

// R

ρF

��

// Rx

ρF

��

// 0

��

0 // F�R // F�pRxq // 0.
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Of course, H0pxqpRq � 0 and H1pxqpRq � Rx{R. Since F� commutes with localiza-
tion, it also commutes with local cohomology. Therefore, we have a natural Frobe-
nius action ρ on the R-module H1pxqpRq � Rx{R. In particular, ρ : HipxqpRq Ñ
F�HipxqpRq is just the natural Frobenius Rx{RÑ F�pRx{Rq.

We see immediately the benefit of studying Frobenius linear maps on finite
length modules when the residue field is perfect.

Lemma 2.6. Let pR,m, kq be a local ring of prime characteristic p ¡ 0 with
perfect residue field, and let M be an R-module admitting an injective Frobenius
action ρ. If M has finite length, then M is a finite-dimensional k-vector space, and ρ
is a bijection.

Proof. Since M has finite length, there exists ℓ ¡ 0 such that mℓ �M � 0. Fix
c P m. One has ρepc � Mq � cp

e � ρpMq � 0 for pe ¥ ℓ. Since ρ is injective,
c �M � 0. Therefore, M is a finite-dimensional k-vector space, and ρ descends
to an additive map on M � M{mM . Now, since k is perfect and M is finite
dimensional, as M has finite length and ρ is injective, ρ must be bijective. ❐

Remark 2.7. It is necessary to assume that the residue field in Lemma 2.6
is perfect. In the case R � k, the natural Frobenius action on the simple k-
module k is bijective if and only if k is perfect. See also [Ene12, Corollary 7.7 and
Proposition 7.12] for a similar discussion.

3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM

We start with the following notation defining the key property about a regular
element that we need to guarantee that F-injectivity deforms.

Definition 3.1. Let pR,mq be a local ring with x P m a regular element. We
say that x is a surjective element if the map on local cohomology Hi

mpR{xℓRq Ñ
Hi

mpR{xRq, which is induced by the natural surjection R{xℓR Ñ R{xR, is sur-
jective for all ℓ ¡ 0 and i ¥ 0.

We immediately see that surjective elements induce injections between specific
local cohomology modules.

Lemma 3.2. Let pR,mq be a local ring of arbitrary characteristic. Assume that
x P m is a surjective element. For each ℓ ¡ 0 and j ¥ ℓ, the multiplication map

R{xℓR xj�ℓÝÝÝÑ R{xjR
induces an injection Hi

mpR{xℓRq Ñ Hi
mpR{xjRq for each i ¥ 0.

Proof. Note that R{xℓR xj�ℓÝÝÝÑ R{xjR is injective, and that it suffices by in-
duction to prove the lemma when j � ℓ� 1. The short exact sequence

0 Ñ R{xℓR �xÝÑ R{xℓ�1RÑ R{xRÑ 0
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induces the following exact portion of the long exact sequence:

Hi�1
m pR{xℓ�1Rq β1ÝÑ Hi�1

m pR{xRq δÝÑ Hi
mpR{xℓRq β2ÝÑ Hi

mpR{xℓ�1Rq.
Since x is a surjective element, β1 is surjective, and hence δ is the zero map. This
makes β2 injective as desired. ❐

Theorem 3.3. Let pR,m, kq be a local ring of characteristic p ¡ 0, and let x P m

be a surjective element. Assume that R{xR is F-injective, and denote by

ρℓ,i : H
i
mpR{xℓRq Ñ F�Hi

mpR{xpℓRq
the Frobenius linear map induced by the natural Frobenius map ρF : R{xℓR Ñ
F�pR{xpℓRq. For each ℓ ¡ 0 and i ¥ 0, the map ρℓ,i is injective.

Proof. For every ℓ ¡ 0, the natural Frobenius map on R{xℓR is a composition
of ρF and a natural surjection π , that is,

R{xℓR ρFÝÑ F�pR{xpℓRq πÝÑ F�pR{xℓRq.
Denote by ρℓ,i : Hi

mpR{xℓRq Ñ F�Hi
mpR{xpℓRq the Frobenius linear map in-

duced by ρF . We proceed by induction on ℓ to show that ρℓ,i is injective for all
ℓ ¡ 0. The case ℓ � 1 is assured by hypothesis.

Assume ℓ ¡ 1 and consider the commutative diagram of R-modules with
exact rows

(3.1) 0 // R{xℓ�1R

��

�x
// R{xℓR

��

// R{xR
��

// 0

0 // F�pR{xppℓ�1qRq �xp
// F�pR{xpℓRq // F�pR{xpRq // 0

where all vertical maps are the natural Frobenius linear maps. This induces the
following commutative diagram of R-modules:

(3.2) Hi�1
m pR{xRq

ρ1,i�1

��

// Hi
mpR{xℓ�1Rq
ρℓ�1,i

��

//

F�Hi�1
m pR{xpRq F�δi�1

// F�Hi
mpR{xppℓ�1qRq F�β

//

// Hi
mpR{xℓRq
ρℓ,i

��

α
// Hi

mpR{xRq
ρ1,i

��

// F�Hi
mpR{xpℓRq // F�Hi

mpR{xpRq.
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The map α : Hi
mpR{xℓRq Ñ Hi

mpR{xRq is surjective, since x is a surjective
element by assumption. From Lemma 3.2 and the fact that F� is exact, the map
F�β is injective. Hence, F�δi�1 is the zero map. Thus, we have a commutative
diagram
(3.3)

Hi
mpR{xℓ�1Rq
ρℓ�1,i

��

// Hi
mpR{xℓRq
ρℓ,i

��

// Hi
mpR{xRq
ρ1,i

��

// 0

0 // F�Hi
mpR{xppℓ�1qRq // F�Hi

mpR{xpℓRq // F�Hi
mpR{xpRq.

To complete the argument, apply the snake lemma to Diagram (3.3). This
gives an exact sequence kerρℓ�1,i Ñ kerρℓ,i Ñ kerρ1,i. Since ρ1,i is injective by
F-injectivity of R{xR, and ρℓ�1,i is injective by induction, we have kerρℓ,i � 0.
Hence, ρℓ,i is injective. ❐

Remark 3.4. The specific point where the fact that x is a surjective element
was used was to obtain that F�β in Diagram (3.2) is injective. The fact that α is
surjective is not really required, as one can do a straightforward chase on Diagram
(3.3), similar to how one proves the snake lemma to conclude the result.

We record a lemma used in the proof of the main theorem whose proof is left
to the reader.

Lemma 3.5. For a directed system tNi, τi,juiPΛ of R-modules, the systemtF�Ni, F�τi,juiPΛ
is also directed, and F� limÝÑNi � limÝÑ F�Ni.

The next lemma explains the basic isomorphisms needed in the proof of the
main theorem.

Lemma 3.6. Let pR,mq be a local ring with x P m a regular element. For each
i ¡ 0, we have isomorphisms

Hi
mpH1pxqpRqq � Hi�1

m pRq � limÝÑ
ℓ

Hi
mpR{xℓRq � limÝÑ

ℓ

Hi
mpR{xpℓRq.

Proof. We show this by showing that R-modules Hi�1
m pRq, limÝÑℓ

Hi
mpR{xℓRq,

and limÝÑℓ
Hi

mpR{xpℓRq are all isomorphic to the iterated local cohomology module

Hi
mpH1pxqpRqq. Computing H1pxqpRq as

limÝÑtR{xR xÝÑ R{x2R
xÝÑ R{x3R

xÝÑ � � � u,
and noting that local cohomology commutes with direct limits, one has

limÝÑ
ℓ

Hi
mpR{xℓRq � Hi

mplimÝÑ
ℓ

R{xℓRq � Hi
mpH1pxqpRqq.
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By Lemma 2.2,

limÝÑ
ℓ

Hi
mpR{xℓRq � Hi

mpH1pxqpRqq � Hi�1
m pRq.

Since txpℓuℓPN is cofinal in txℓuℓPN, one can compute H1pxqpRq as the limit

limÝÑtR{xpR xpÝÑ R{x2pR
xpÝÑ R{x3pR

xpÝÑ � � � u,
and as before, we have limÝÑℓ

Hi
mpR{xpℓRq � Hi

mpH1pxqpRqq. ❐

We now prove the main theorem of this article.

Theorem 3.7. Let pR,m, kq be a local ring of prime characteristic p ¡ 0, and
x P m a regular surjective element. If R{xR is F-injective, then R is also F-injective.

Proof. Since R has a regular element x, we haveH0
mpRq � 0, and there is noth-

ing to prove in the case i � 0. Fix i ¡ 0, and consider the following commutative
diagram of R-modules, where ρF denotes the natural Frobenius map:

(3.4) R{xR
ρF

��

// R{x2R

ρF

��

�x
// . . .

F�pR{xpRq �xp
// F�pR{x2pRq �xp

// . . .

Taking direct limits on the rows of Diagram (3.4), and applying Hi
mp�q, we

get two directed systems tHi
mpR{xℓRquℓ¡0 and tHi

mpR{xpℓRquℓ¡0 with Frobe-
nius linear maps

ρℓ,i : H
i
mpR{xℓRq Ñ F�Hi

mpR{xpℓRq
which are injective for each ℓ ¡ 0 by Theorem 3.3. Thus, the collection of
injective Frobenius linear maps ρℓ,i : Hi

mpR{xℓRq Ñ F�Hi
mpR{xpℓRq induces an

injective Frobenius linear map

ρ1 � limÝÑ
ℓ

ρℓ,i : limÝÑ
ℓ

Hi
mpR{xℓRq Ñ F� limÝÑ

ℓ

Hi
mpR{xpℓRq,

since F� commutes with limÝÑ by Lemma 3.5. The module H1pxqpRq has a natu-
ral Frobenius action induced from the Frobenius on R, which in turn induces a
Frobenius action ρ2 on Hi

mpH1pxqpRqq. Let ρ3 denote the natural Frobenius action

on Hi�1
m pRq.
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It suffices to show that the following diagram commutes for each i ¥ 0:

(3.5) limÝÑ
ℓ

Hi
mpR{xℓRq

ρ1

��

α1
// Hi

mpH1pxqpRqq
ρ2

��

β1
// Hi�1

m pRq
ρ3

��
limÝÑ
ℓ

F�Hi
mpR{xpℓRq F�α2

// F�Hi
mpH1pxqpRqq F�β2

// F�Hi�1
m pRq,

where α1 and F�α2 are the isomorphisms coming from Lemma 3.6, and β1 and
F�β2 are the isomorphisms coming from Lemma 2.2. Since ρ1 is injective, it
follows from this commutativity that ρ3 is injective. We show that Diagram (3.5)
commutes by splitting it into two commuting squares.

To show that the first square in Diagram (3.5) commutes, note that this square
is simply applying Hi

mp�q to the following square, where the vertical Frobenius
linear maps are those induced by the natural Frobenius on R:

limÝÑ
ℓ

R{xℓ
��

�
// H1pxqpRq

��
limÝÑ
ℓ

F�pR{xpℓq �
// F�H1pxqpRq.

The second square in Diagram (3.5) commutes since RΓm � RΓpxq � RΓm in
the derived category by [Wei94, Corollary 10.8.3], and we are simply applying
each functor to the natural Frobenius action ρF : R Ñ F�R. In other words,
RΓmpRΓpxqpρF qq � RΓmpρF q. ❐

3.1. Deforming surjectivity of Frobenius linear maps. Clearly, Frobenius
linear maps are not generally surjective. However, they are often surjective “up to
Frobenius”. To make this clear, we start with a simple example.

Example 3.8. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p ¡ 0. The natural
Frobenius action krxs Ñ F�krxs is krxs-linear and has image F�krxps in F�krxs.
It is thus not surjective. However, it is surjective up to F�krxs-span in the sense
that the singleton set tF�1u forms a F�krxs-basis of F�krxs.

Definition 3.9. Let R be a ring of characteristic p, and M and N be R-
modules. Call an e-th iterated Frobenius linear map ρ : M Ñ Fe�N surjective up to
Fe�R-span, when the Fe�R-span of Impρq is equal to Fe�N.

The condition in Definition 3.9 is equivalent to having a set taiuiPΛ of gener-
ators for M for which Fe�N is the Fe�R-submodule of Fe�N spanned by tρpaiquiPΛ.
This section investigates how this property deforms.
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We leave it to the reader to check for a directed system of R-modules tMiuiPI
and Frobenius actions φi : Mi Ñ F�Mi for each i P I with each φi surjective up
to F�R-span; the natural induced map φ � limÝÑi

φi : limÝÑi
Mi Ñ limÝÑi

F�Mi is also
surjective up to F�R-span.

Lemma 3.10. Let R be a commutative ring of characteristic p ¡ 0, and assume
that

L

ρ1

��

α1
// M

ρ2

��

α2
// N

ρ3

��

F�L1 F�α11
// F�M 1 F�α12

// F�N 1
is a commutative diagram where L, M , N, L1, M 1, and N 1 are R-modules such that
the top row is R-linear and exact and the bottom row is F�R-linear and exact, and
such that each ρi is a Frobenius linear map for i � 1,2,3. If ρ1 and ρ3 are surjective
up to F�R-span and α2 is surjective, then ρ2 is also surjective up to F�R-span.

Proof. Choose sets of generators of R-modules L, M , and N, say txiu, tyju,
and tzku, respectively. Without loss of generality, we may assume tα1pxiqu �tyju and α2ptyjuztα1pxiquq � tzku. It suffices to show each element of F�M 1
can be presented as an F�R-linear combination of tρ2pyjqu. Pick F�m P F�M 1,
and consider F�α12pF�mq P F�N 1. By hypothesis, we can write

(3.6) F�α12pF�mq �
i̧

F�ciρ3pziq
with F�ci P F�R. Now, let y 1

i P M be the inverse image of each zi P N appearing
in the equation (3.6). By our setup, we have y 1

i P tyju. By commutativity of the
diagram, we also have

F�m�
i̧

F�ciρ2py 1
iq P ker F�α12.

Since the bottom row is exact, one has

F�m�
i̧

F�ciρ2py 1
iq �

j̧

F�ajF�α11pρ1pxjqq
for some F�aj P F�R, and thus

F�m �
j̧

F�ajF�α11pρ1pxjqq �
i̧

F�ciρ2py 1
iq�

j̧

F�ajpF�α11pρ1pxjqqq �
i̧

F�ciρ2py 1
iq,

which proves the lemma, since each F�α11pρ1pxjqq P tρ2pyiqu. ❐
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As a corollary, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 3.11. Let pR,mq be a local ring of characteristic p ¡ 0 with x P m

a surjective element. If the Frobenius linear map Hi
mpR{xRq Ñ F�Hi

mpR{xpRq is
surjective up to F�R-span for all i ¥ 0, then the Frobenius actionHi

mpRq Ñ F�Hi
mpRq

is also surjective up to F�R-span for all i ¥ 0.

Proof. We use the notation and setup from the proof of Theorem 3.3. We
start by showing that ρ1 :� limÝÑℓ

ρℓ,i is surjective up to F�R-span; to do so, it
suffices to check that each ρℓ,i is surjective up to F�R-span. Proceed by induction
on ℓ ¡ 0 (defined in the proof of Theorem 3.3), where the base case (i.e., that
ρ1,i is surjective up to F�R-span) is guaranteed by hypothesis. We assume ρℓ�1,i

is surjective up to F�R-span. Note that Diagram (3.3) of Theorem 3.3 has exact
rows, and by Lemma 3.10, ρℓ,i is surjective up to F�R-span for all ℓ ¡ 0.

Now, proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.7. Here, ρ1 � limÝÑℓ
ρℓ,i is sur-

jective up to F�R-span, and β1 � α1 and F�β2 � F�α2 are isomorphisms. From
Diagram (3.5), we see that ρ3 is surjective up to F�R-span as well. Putting this
together, we have shown that the Frobenius action

Hi�1
m pRq Ñ F�Hi�1

m pRq
is surjective up to F�R-span for i ¥ 0, as desired. ❐

4. APPLICATIONS

Using Theorem 3.7, we now describe two conditions for when F-injectivity de-
forms. One is a finite length condition on local cohomology modules; the other
is F-purity. Both can be stated in terms of Frobenius actions on local cohomology
using the notion of anti-nilpotent modules.

4.1. Finite-length cohomology. The first case that we can apply our main
theorem to is one utilizing a finiteness condition on local cohomology modules.

Definition 4.1. For a local ring pR,mq, we say an R-module M has finite local
cohomology (FLC) provided the local cohomology moduleHi

mpMq has finite length
for all i ¤ dimM � 1.

Remark 4.2. Sometimes when a local ring R has FLC it is called a generalized
Cohen-Macaulay ring. When R has a dualizing complex, this means exactly that
the non-CM locus of R is isolated [Sch75].

In the setting of a local ring pR,mq with x P m a regular element, we are most
concerned with the R-modules R and R{xℓR, that is, an infinitesimal neighbor-
hood of the special fiber. We now show that FLC extends to such neighborhoods
when imposed on the special fiber.

Lemma 4.3. Let pR,m, kq be a local ring with x P R a regular element such that
ms �Hi

mpR{xRq � 0 for some s ¥ 0. For each ℓ ¡ 0, we have msℓ �Hi
mpR{xℓRq � 0.

In particular, if R{xR has FLC, so does R{xℓR.
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Proof. We show this by induction on ℓ. If ℓ � 1, then this is just the hy-
pothesis. Assume ℓ ¡ 1 and msj �Hi

mpR{xjRq � 0 for all j   ℓ. The short exact
sequence

0 Ñ R{xℓ�1R
xÝÑ R{xℓRÑ R{xRÑ 0,

induces a long exact sequence in local cohomology. We only need the portion

Hi
mpR{xℓ�1Rq αÝÑ Hi

mpR{xℓRq βÝÑ Hi
mpR{xRq,

which is an exact sequence of R-modules. Take an element η P Hi
mpR{xℓRq

and c P ms . One has βpcηq � cβpηq � 0, which implies that cη has a preimage
θ P Hi

mpR{xℓ�1Rq along α. By induction, we havem�θ � 0 for anym P mspℓ�1q.
Therefore, αpm�θq � 0 andm�cη � pmcq�η � 0. Since c andm were arbitrarily
chosen, we have that msℓ �Hi

mpR{xℓRq � 0. ❐

Remark 4.4. We note that there was no restriction on the characteristic of
the rings in Lemma 4.3.

An easy consequence of the FLC property is a result on surjective maps of
local cohomology.

Lemma 4.5. Let pR,m, kq be a local ring of characteristic p ¡ 0 with perfect
residue field k and x P m a regular element. Assume that R{xR is F-injective and
FLC. For each ℓ ¡ 0, the surjection R{xℓR Ñ R{xR induces a surjection

Hi
mpR{xℓRq Ñ Hi

mpR{xRq
for each 0 ¤ i ¤ dimR � 2.

Proof. By Lemma 2.6, since R{xR has FLC and is F-injective with perfect
residue field, for i in the interval r0,dimR�2s, the e-th iterated Frobenius action

Hi
mpR{xRq Ñ Fe�Hi

mpR{xRq
induced by Frobenius on R{xR is surjective. For ℓ ¡ 0, choose e " 0 so that the
surjection R{xpeR ։ R{xR factors as R{xpeR ։ R{xℓR ։ R{xR. This induces
a composition of maps:

Hi
mpR{xRq Ñ Fe�Hi

mpR{xpeRq Ñ Fe�Hi
mpR{xℓRq Ñ Fe�Hi

mpR{xRq.
The composition is surjective, and so Hi

mpR{xℓRq Ñ Hi
mpR{xRq must be also. ❐

Remark 4.6. The assumption that the residue field of R is perfect is necessary
in the proof of Lemma 4.5. If R is F-injective and contains a non-perfect field K, it
is not necessarily true that RbK K1{p is F-injective. For example, set K :� Fppxq.
Note that R :� Krts{ptp�xq is a field; however, RbKK1{p � K1{prts{pt�x1{pqp
is not reduced, and hence not F-injective.
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Corollary 4.7. Let pR,m, kq be a local ring of characteristic p with perfect
residue field and x P m a regular element. If R{xR has FLC and is F-injective,
then R is F-injective.

Proof. We use the same notation as Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.7. Ap-
plying Lemma 4.5, we see that Hi

mpR{xℓRq Ñ Hi
mpR{xRq is surjective for all i Pr0,dimR�2s and ℓ ¡ 0. Now, following the proof of Lemma 3.2,Hi

mpR{xℓRq Ñ
Hi

mpR{xℓ�1Rq is injective for all ℓ ¡ 0 and i P r0,dimR � 1s. This suffices in
the proof of Theorem 3.3 to conclude that ρi,ℓ : Hi

mpR{xℓRq Ñ F�Hi
mpR{xpℓRq

is injective for i P r0,dimR � 1s and all ℓ ¡ 0. Finally, this is sufficient to apply
the proof of Theorem 3.7 to conclude that R is F-injective. ❐

Immediately, this shows that potential counterexamples to the deformation of
F-injectivity in nice geometric settings must have dimension at least 4.

Corollary 4.8. If pR,m, kq is a complete local ring of characteristic p ¡ 0, with
perfect residue field and dimension at most 4, and x P m is a regular element with
R{xR normal and F-injective, then R is F-injective.

Proof. Since R{xR is a local normal domain and x P m is a regular ele-
ment, R is also normal by [Gro65, 5.12.7]. In particular, R is a domain and
equidimensional. Since dimR ¤ 4, one has dimR{xR ¤ 3. By normality of
R{xR, this satisfies Serre’s condition S2, and therefore the non-CM locus is iso-
lated. Hence, R{xR has FLC, and by Corollary 4.7, R must be F-injective. ❐

Example 4.9. For any ring A which is not Cohen Macaulay, has FLC, and
is F-split, the ring R :� Avxw does not have FLC. However, R{xR is F-injective
and has FLC. In particular, consider

A � Fpva,b, c, dw{pa,bq X pc,dq.
Note that A has FLC and is even Buchsbaum (see [GO83]). It is also not Cohen-
Macaulay, but is F-split by Fedder’s criterion [Fed83]. Thus, Avxw is F-injective,
and the non-CM locus of R is defined by the non-maximal ideal nR where n is the
maximal ideal n of A.

4.2. F-splitting and F-injectivity. The second application concerns F-
purity. We use work of L. Ma [Ma] building on work by Enescu and Hochster
[EH]. The language used in [EH] is in terms of RtFu-modules which are mod-
ules over a ring R with a specified Frobenius action. For such a module M with
a distinguished Frobenius action ρ : M Ñ F�M , a submodule N � M is called
F-compatible, provided that ρpNq � F�N. Ma showed that F-split local rings have
local cohomology modules, which when equipped with the natural Frobenius ac-
tion satisfy an interesting condition, originally introduced in [EH].

Definition 4.10 ([EH, Definition 4.6]). Let pR,mq be a local ring. An R-
moduleM with a Frobenius action ρ is called anti-nilpotent, provided that, for any
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F-compatible submodule N (i.e., ρpNq � F�N), the induced action of ρ on M{N
is injective.

Theorem 4.11. Let pR,m, kq be a local ring of characteristic p ¡ 0 and x P m

a regular element. If Hi
mpR{xRq is anti-nilpotent for all i ¥ 0, then x is a surjective

element.

Proof. By definition, we must check that the mapHi
mpR{xℓRq Ñ Hi

mpR{xRq,
which is induced by the surjection R{xℓR Ñ R{xR, is surjective. Denote, there-
fore, its cokernel by C. It suffices to show that C � 0. Consider the exact se-
quence Hi

mpR{xℓRq Ñ Hi
mpR{xRq Ñ C Ñ 0. Denote by ρeℓ,i : H

i
mpR{xℓRq Ñ

Fe�Hi
mpR{xℓRq the Frobenius linear map induced naturally by the Frobenius on R

composed with the natural surjection.
The map ρe1,i induces a Frobenius linear map C Ñ Fe�C; denote this by ρeC .

These Frobenius linear maps fit together to give a commutative diagram with exact
rows, since Fe� is exact for all e:

Hi
mpR{xℓRq
ρeℓ,i

��

// Hi
mpR{xRq
ρeℓ,i

��

// C

ρeC
��

// 0

��

Fe�Hi
mpR{xℓRq // Fe�Hi

mpR{xRq // Fe�C // 0.

The image of Hi
mpR{xℓRq in Hi

mpR{xRq is certainly F-compatible. Since we
assume Hi

mpR{xRq is anti-nilpotent, the Frobenius action ρeC on C is injective.
Note also that, when e " 0, the map ρe1,i factors as

Hi
mpR{xRq Ñ Fe�Hi

mpR{xpeRq Ñ Fe�Hi
mpR{xℓRq Ñ Fe�Hi

mpR{xRq.
We may thus define the map ϕ, making the following diagram commute:

(4.1) Hi
mpR{xℓRq
ρeℓ,i

��

// Hi
mpR{xRq
ρeℓ,i

��

//

ϕ

vvnn
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

C

ρeC

��

// 0

��

Fe�Hi
mpR{xℓRq // Fe�Hi

mpR{xRq // Fe�C // 0.

We show that C � 0 by employing a diagram chase on (4.1). Let z P C.
As such, it has a preimage z1 P Hi

mpR{xRq. By commutativity of the diagram, it
follows that ρe1,ipz1q has preimage z2 � ϕpz1q. As the bottom row is exact, z2
maps to ρeCpzq, which is zero. However, ρeC was shown to be injective, and this
implies that z � 0, and therefore C � 0, as desired. ❐

Remark 4.12. The proof of Theorem 4.11 can be modified to show that
when the natural Frobenius linear map Hi

mpR{xRq Ñ F�Hi
mpR{xRq is surjective

up to F�R-span, for each ℓ ¡ 0 the map Hi
mpR{xℓRq Ñ Hi

mpR{xRq is surjective.
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Corollary 4.13. Let pR,m, kq be a local ring of characteristic p ¡ 0 and x P m

a regular element. If R{xR is F-split, then R is F-injective.

Proof. Since R{xR is F-split, the module Hi
mpR{xRq is anti-nilpotent for all

i ¥ 0 by [Ma, Theorem 3.7], and so Theorem 4.11 gives that x is a surjective
element. The rest follows by Theorem 3.7. ❐

Remark 4.14. We note that when the residue field is perfect and R{xR is
F-injective and has FLC, then Hi

mpR{xRq is anti-nilpotent for all i   dimR{xR
(since Hi

mpR{xRq is a finite-dimensional k-vector space, and thus Frobenius acts
injectively). Thus, one may use Theorem 4.11 to replace the role of Lemma 4.5
in the proof of Corollary 4.7.

Remark 4.15. Under an F-finite assumption, Theorem 4.11 says that F-
purity deforms to F-injectivity. Enescu obtained some results on this finiteness
property on local cohomology modules of finite length [Ene12, Theorem 7.14].

Example 4.16. A particularly well-known example where F-purity fails to
deform was introduced by Fedder [Fed83]; see also [Sin99a, Example 3.2]. In
particular, the ring

R :� FpvX,Y ,Z,W w{pXY,XW,W pY � Z2qq
is not F-pure, but R{ZR � FpvX,Y ,W w{pXY,XW,WY q is known to be F-pure
[HR76, Proposition 5.38]. This also means that our main result serves as a way
for checking F-injectivity by taking specialization, that is, by checking that R{ZR
is F-pure.

APPENDIX A. F -INJECTIVITY AND DEPTH

by Karl Schwede and Anurag K. Singh

Our goal here is to prove a prime characteristic analog of a result of Kollár
and Kovács, [KK10, Theorem 7.12]: if X Ñ B is a flat family with Du Bois fibers,
such that the generic fiber is Cohen-Macaulay (respectively Sk), then all fibers of
the map X Ñ B are Cohen-Macaulay (respectively Sk). The prime characteristic
version of this is Theorem A.3 below. As applications of this theorem, we extend
a result of Fedder and Watanabe [FW89, Proposition 2.13] to the case where R is
not a priori assumed to be Cohen-Macaulay (see Corollary A.4), and also obtain
a new result on the deformation of F-injectivity, Corollary A.5.

We begin with some preliminary observations.

Lemma A.1. Let pR,mq be a local ring, and set d to be the depth of R. Suppose
there exists a regular element f in R such that the Frobenius action on Hd�1

m pR{fRq
is injective. Then, the map Hd

mpRq fp�1F
// Hd

mpRq is injective; in particular, the

Frobenius action on Hd
mpRq is injective.
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Proof. Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows:

0 // R

fp�1F

��

f
// R

F

��

// R{fR
F

��

// 0

0 // R
f

// R // R{fR // 0.

Since R{fR has depth d� 1, applying the functor H
mp q yields the diagram

0 // Hd�1
m pR{fRq

F

��

// Hd
mpRq
fp�1F

��

f
// Hd

mpRq
F

��

// Hd
mpR{fRq

F

��

0 // Hd�1
m pR{fRq // Hd

mpRq f
// Hd

mpRq // Hd
mpR{fRq.

The map f p�1F is injective if and only if it is injective when restricted to the
socle of Hd

mpRq. The socle is annihilated by f , and thus lies in the image of
Hd�1

m pR{fRq. However, the Frobenius action on Hd�1
m pR{fRq is injective by

assumption. ❐

The next lemma is the main ingredient in the proof of Theorem A.3. For a
local ring pR,mq, we use Spec�R to denote the punctured spectrum of R, that is,
the set SpecRztmu. The F-finite hypothesis in the sequel ensures the existence of
a dualizing complex by Gabber ([Ga04, Remark 13.6]). By Kawasaki [Kaw02,
Corollary 1.4], local rings possessing dualizing complexes are precisely those that
are homomorphic images of Gorenstein local rings.

Lemma A.2. Let pR,mq be an F-finite local ring. Suppose there exists a regular
element f in R such that R{fR is F-injective.

If Rp satisfies the Serre condition Sk for each p in Spec�R, then R satisfies Sk.

Proof. Let d be the depth of R. If R does not satisfy Sk, then d   k.
The module Hd

mpRq is nonzero, but has finite length since Rp satisfies Sk for
each prime ideal p in Spec�R. We claim that mHd

mpRq � 0. Because it has finite
length, the module Hd

mpRq is annihilated by mq for some q � pe. For each x P m

and η P Hd
mpRq, it follows that xqFepηq � 0. But the Frobenius action on Hd

mpRq
is injective by Lemma A.1, and so xη � 0, which proves the claim.

But then f p�1FHd
mpRq � 0. Since f p�1F : Hd

mpRq Ñ Hd
mpRq is injective by

Lemma A.1, we must have Hd
mpRq � 0, which is a contradiction. ❐

Theorem A.3. Let R be an F-finite local ring. Suppose there exists a regular
element f in R such that R{fR is F-injective.

If the localization Rf � Rrf�1s satisfies the Serre condition Sk for a positive
integer k, then R satisfies condition Sk. In particular, if Rf is Cohen-Macaulay, then
R is Cohen-Macaulay.
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Proof. If the ring R is not Sk, take a prime q that is minimal with respect to
the property that Rq does not satisfy Sk. As Rf is Sk by assumption, it follows that
f P q. Since it is a localization of an F-injective ring, the ring pR{fRqq � Rq{fRq

is F-injective (see, e.g., [Sch09, Proposition 4.3]). But pRqqp satisfies condition Sk
for each prime ideal p in Spec�Rq, and so Rq satisfies Sk by Lemma A.2. This is a
contradiction. ❐

The following corollary was proved as [FW89, Proposition 2.13] under the
additional hypothesis that R is Cohen-Macaulay.

Corollary A.4. Let R be an F-finite local ring. Suppose there exists a regular
element f in R such that R{fR is F-injective. If Rf is F-rational, then R is F-
rational.

Proof. Theorem A.3 implies that R is Cohen-Macaulay. But then R is F-
rational by [FW89, Proposition 2.13]; Fedder and Watanabe require Rf to be
regular in the statement of the proposition, but their proof works verbatim if
some power of f is a parameter test element, and this is indeed the case by [Ve95,
Theorem 1.13]. ❐

Fedder [Fed83, Theorem 3.4 (1)] proved that F-injectivity deforms in the case
of Cohen-Macaulay rings; we extend this as follows.

Corollary A.5. Let R be an F-finite local ring. If f P R is a regular element such
that R{fR is F-injective, and Rf is Cohen-Macaulay, then R is F-injective.

Proof. Theorem A.3 implies that the ring R is Cohen-Macaulay; we may then
use [Fed83, Theorem 3.4.1]. ❐
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